Why do some cat owners let their cats run free outdoors when they know their pet could meet a tragic end and never come home? Why do cats bite their owners? Donna Read, Photographer.

`psâ€”we took Livvy to the non-profit vet and had her spayed as soon as she was strong enough. We don't care who thinks that they own a creatureâ€”if they can't or won't step up and do right by that animal, we will. So sue us.Â  I can only answer part of this question through my experiences with cats. When I was growing up, I had a family cat, Sasha. When we would go away for extended periods (holidays) she would go to the cattery. Comprehensive answers to the 50+ questions that every cat owner asks. By Catherine Davidson. RatingsÂ  Find the answers to the questions most frequently asked in one handy, vet-approved package. Not only is your cat's behaviour placed in context, but so is yours, allowing you to smooth out the species clash, broaden your understanding, and learn to see things from your cat's point of view. Read More. Cats.Â  This book answers more than fifty questions that go to the heart of cat behavior. The answers draw on the latest thinking of feline psychologists. They will help you to understand your cat, and give you a chance to see things from the feline point of view. Questions Cat Owners Ask Vets. by Various, Byrna Lawson, McDonough. No Customer Reviews. No Synopsis Available. Product Details. Format:Hardcover. Language:English.`